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digest definition of digest by merriam webster - definition of digest 1 a summation or condensation of a body of
information such as a a systematic compilation of legal rules statutes or decisions b a periodical devoted to condensed
versions of previously published articles, digest dictionary definition digest defined - the definition of a digest is a
compilation of information or is a magazine or periodical with summaries of the news or other information, digest definition
of digest by the free dictionary - 1 to convert food in the alimentary canal into a form that can be assimilated by the body
2 to promote the digestion of food 3 to obtain ideas or meaning from assimilate mentally to digest an article on nuclear
energy 4 to think over ponder 5 to bear with patience endure, digest roman law wikipedia - the digest also known as the
pandects latin digesta seu pandectae adapted from ancient greek pand kt s all containing is a name given to a compendium
or digest of juristic writings on roman law compiled by order of the eastern roman emperor justinian i in the 6th century ce
530 533 it is divided into 50 books, digest legal definition of digest legal dictionary - digest a collection or compilation
that embodies the chief matter of numerous books articles court decisions and so on disposed under proper heads or titles
and usually by an alphabetical arrangement for facility in reference an index to reported cases providing brief statements of
court holdings or facts of cases, digest law and legal definition uslegal inc - digest law and legal definition digest is an
index of legal propositions showing which cases support each proposition it can also be a collection of summaries of
reported cases arranged by subject and subdivided by jurisdiction and court, digest definition of digest in english by
lexico - definition of digest break down food in the alimentary canal into substances that can be absorbed and used by the
body understand or, digest meaning in the cambridge english dictionary - digest definition 1 to change food in your
stomach into substances that your body can use 2 to read or hear new information and take the necessary time to
understand it 3 a short written report providing the most important parts of a larger piece of writing or one containing recent
news, digest definition of digest at dictionary com - digest definition to convert food in the alimentary canal into
absorbable form for assimilation into the system see more, reader s digest condensed books wikipedia - most volumes
contained five although a considerable minority consisted of three four or six current best selling novels and nonfiction
books which were abridged or condensed specifically for reader s digest the series was published from 1950 until 1997
when it was renamed to reader s digest select editions, definitions of fiction categories and genres writers - the
following definitions have been excerpted with permission from writer s encyclopedia writer s digest books adventure story a
genre of fiction in which action is the key element overshadowing characters theme and setting the conflict in an adventure
story is often man against nature, digest definition and meaning collins english dictionary - definition of digest
conditional sentences consist of a main clause and a conditional clause sometimes called an if clause the conditional clause
usually begins with if or unless the conditional clause can come befo, digests legal definition of digests legal dictionary digest a collection or compilation that embodies the chief matter of numerous books articles court decisions and so on
disposed under proper heads or titles and usually by an alphabetical arrangement for facility in reference an index to
reported cases providing brief statements of court holdings or facts of cases, digest verb definition and synonyms
macmillan dictionary - definition and synonyms of digest from the online english dictionary from macmillan education this
is the british english definition of digest view american english definition of digest change your default dictionary to american
english view the pronunciation for digest
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